TABLE LEGS

TABLE LEG GRIP
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Table legs Grip are
able to turn every
material, thick or thin,
old or new, into a table.

Timeless, a pure and
elegant detail on your
table made of high
quality materials.

Some older tables have stunning wooden table
tops, but unpractical or old-fashioned legs. You
can use Grip to reuse this table top that you
are attached to. Even old doors can be used.
Re-using creates a great contrast between
the weatherworn material and the shiny and
smooth legs.

The table legs are completely made of a high
standard stainless steel, they are made with
attention to every detail. The dimensions of
1 table leg are 13x5cm (WxD), the height is
adjustable.
Designed by Bas van Leeuwen & Mireille Meijs
and produced by our metal working place near
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Every step of
production from the first sketches to the final
finished product is completed with care and
the highest standards in mind with attention to
every detail.

Are you seduced by another great material? No
problem, table leg Grip turns everything into a
table.

TABLE LEGS GRIP + BAMBOO SIDEPRESSED NATURAL TABLE TOP
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TABLE LEGS GRIP + BAMBOO SIDEPRESSED THERMO TABLE TOP
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MATERIALS & DIMENSIONS
130MM

TABLE TOP THICKNESS MIN 5MM - MAX 120MM

ADJUSTABLE TABLE TOP HEIGHT MIN 700MM - MAX 780MM+TABLE TOP THICKNESS

MATERIALS
Our Grip Legs are
completely made of a high
standard stainless steel with
a beautiful brushed finish.
They are made with attention
to every detail.

DIMENSIONS
The dimensions of 1 table
leg are 13x5cm (WxD), the
height is adjustable.

FREE SHIPPING
Bloomming products are
available worldwide and shipping
is on us. Our partner FedEx
deliveres your order fully insured
and free of charge directly to
your home or project location
within 1 week after ordering.
LEADTIME
PRICE

1 WEEK
€ 0,-
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